Introduction
In the last few decades, the packaging, car and construction industries have grown dependent on plastics [1] . This is thanks to a number of favourable properties of plastics like light weight, ease of shaping and low price. Unfortunately, plastics are primarily synthesised from fossil fuels and a large share of the plastics used by industry is incorporated in objects with a relatively short life span, particularly packaging, which constitutes more than one third of the total demand for plastics in Europe. At this moment, a significant part of the economic value of the materials is lost when plastic products reach their end-of-life (EOL), even in countries where collection and sorting actions are well developed [2, 3] . Moreover, plastic litter, a by-product of absent or failing collection systems, is known to negatively influence the terrestrial environment and especially the aquatic environment [4] [5] [6] .
A circular economy for plastics would minimise negative environmental effects, but then recycled polymers would need to capture a significant part of their original material value to ensure commercial viability and the availability of resources to manufacture high-end products for centuries to come [7] . Furthermore, it would be desirable to recycle plastic waste by mechanical recycling processes, in order to achieve circularity in an economically feasible and environmentally acceptable way, as other recycling approaches (e.g., chemical conversion) consume more energy and/or cause larger greenhouse gas emissions [8] [9] [10] .
However, today's mechanical recycling limits the product quality and the number of life cycles a material can be sustained, as (re)processing, particularly of impure EOL plastics flows, has negative effects on material characteristics such as the melt viscosity and brittleness [11] [12] [13] . The recycling rates and quality of the recycled plastics have risen in recent times, but nonetheless, most of the economic value is still lost after the first life cycle of a plastic due to blending of materials with varying characteristics. Exceptions are primary mechanical recycling of homogeneous post-industrial plastic waste [14] , and secondary mechanical recycling of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles that are collected through deposit refund systems (DRS) in some countries [15] . These secondary raw material (SRM) streams can be sorted to high purity and uniformity in terms of the chemical and physical properties, which allows recyclers to minimise the loss of quality during reprocessing. Of the remaining plastic waste streams that are collected for recycling, the vast majority [1] is separated into a small number of broadly defined polymer classes, for instance into the polyethylene (PE), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and polypropylene (PP) groups of polymers, thin film and mixed plastics [16] . The objects within those streams show a wide distribution in their polymer's rheological properties, incorporated additives (e.g., antioxidants, UV-stabilizers, antistatic agents and pigments) and residual contaminants.
The slow progress in approaching circularity for plastic packaging indicates that a breakthrough innovation is needed rather than incremental technology improvement. Commonly applied separation techniques differentiate plastic wastes on main polymer class and/or density [16, 17] . This enables recyclers to form blends of plastic that are miscible, whereas usually immiscible blends arise when different plastic types are mixed [18] . To reach a high-quality recycled material purely by means of mechanical recycling, however, the used materials should not just form a miscible blend, but should also at least be compatible in terms of their rheological characteristics for production, mechanical characteristics for the use phase and optical characteristics for aesthetic reasons.
Trials by one of the authors in a Romanian sorting plant (experiments performed at ROMWASTE as part of the FP7 project W2Plastics), with a combination of hand sorting and sorting on density, showed that deep sorting and a series of counter current washing cycles can create qualities of recycled material that will allow even the compounding step to be skipped, normally needed for homogenisation and stabilisation. Skipping this step reduces the thermo-oxidative degradation of the materials, costs of the recycling processes and emitted greenhouse gases. This result inspired the present study into the possibilities of deep sorting.
It is often tacitly assumed that deep sorting of complex particle mixtures into hundreds of different materials cannot be cost-effective. For this reason, standardisation to a single polymer grade and colour has been proposed as a solution towards the circular use of plastic packaging, even though such a far-reaching measure would take away a substantial part of the functional advantages of plastics. In this study, we considered circular solutions that retain these advantages and so we explicitly chose to deal with the resulting complexity of plastic packaging waste.
However intuitive the notion of waste complexity as a bottleneck for commercial recycling may be, mathematical analysis by Shannon shows that the effort in sorting a mixture can, in principle, be logarithmic (rather than linear) in the number of products [19] . Figure 1 gives an idea of the concept of a Shannon sorting plant on the basis of the distribution of colours in a PE sample from actual packaging waste. The basic structure of the plant is defined by a network of bunkers for mixtures of materials of various complexities. Programmable sensor sorters move around the plant in search of a full bunker that can be sorted into two mixtures of lower complexities destined for two downstream bunkers. Suppose that the feed needs to be sorted into N different materials with initial concentrations c i (kg/kg); i = 1, . . . , N. If the sorting strategy is to split each intermediate mixture into two mixtures of roughly equal mass, a given material will approximately double its concentration with every pass through a sorter, and so it will take ∼ 2 log 1 c i passes for this material to become pure. If the time for the sorters to switch from one job to the next can be neglected, the required sorter capacity for a feed waste
. For the case shown in Figure 1 , with N = 16 and concentrations Logarithmic sorting processes require advanced programmable sensor sorters of a kind that do not exist today. Such a sorter needs to split, in each job, an input particle stream into two output streams of roughly equal mass flows, each with a specified (exclusive) subset of the different materials in the input. Either, these machines should sort perfectly, or, what is more realistic, they should sort almost perfectly and be capable of recovering errors of upstream operations. One strategy for error recovery is to split the input stream into three output flows, so that two of the output streams are almost perfect, while the third has flakes that should not have reached this point of the separation scheme or could not be confidently attributed to one of the pure outputs in the present step. This latter output flow will typically be a minor component resulting from errors of upstream operations, and it can either be discarded or moved upstream in the scheme (or a combination of the two according to the routine of "bleeding"). Another option is to define extra products that collect flakes that are off. In this case, materials can stay in the main flow for one or more passes, but near to the formation of final products they are sorted out. Error diminishing operations need an extra installed sorter capacity and/or lead to a loss of circularity in proportion to the separation error, so the precision of the sorters is a critical issue.
From a mechanical point of view, sensor sorters that are suitable for logarithmic sorting of rigid plastics could, in principle, be built with present technology. Figure 2 shows a prototype with an ejection mechanism based on an array of water jets that is in construction at the Delft laboratory. Logarithmic sorting could be a final step in modern household waste sorting facilities that first recover rigid plastic objects from waste and then purify, wash and flake these streams. Calculations Logarithmic sorting processes require advanced programmable sensor sorters of a kind that do not exist today. Such a sorter needs to split, in each job, an input particle stream into two output streams of roughly equal mass flows, each with a specified (exclusive) subset of the different materials in the input. Either, these machines should sort perfectly, or, what is more realistic, they should sort almost perfectly and be capable of recovering errors of upstream operations. One strategy for error recovery is to split the input stream into three output flows, so that two of the output streams are almost perfect, while the third has flakes that should not have reached this point of the separation scheme or could not be confidently attributed to one of the pure outputs in the present step. This latter output flow will typically be a minor component resulting from errors of upstream operations, and it can either be discarded or moved upstream in the scheme (or a combination of the two according to the routine of "bleeding"). Another option is to define extra products that collect flakes that are off. In this case, materials can stay in the main flow for one or more passes, but near to the formation of final products they are sorted out. Error diminishing operations need an extra installed sorter capacity and/or lead to a loss of circularity in proportion to the separation error, so the precision of the sorters is a critical issue.
From a mechanical point of view, sensor sorters that are suitable for logarithmic sorting of rigid plastics could, in principle, be built with present technology. Figure 2 shows a prototype with an ejection Sustainability 2019, 11, 6284 4 of 24 mechanism based on an array of water jets that is in construction at the Delft laboratory. Logarithmic sorting could be a final step in modern household waste sorting facilities that first recover rigid plastic objects from waste and then purify, wash and flake these streams. Calculations based on data from an advanced packaging waste sorting plant in Amsterdam (PRA) show that a recycling process starting from mixed household waste up to delivery of the recycled plastic to the converter could reach an overall recovery of 70% for rigid plastics, with greenhouse gas emissions of 160 kg of CO 2 per ton of recycled plastic (using present Dutch CO 2 emissions for electricity and gas). If logarithmic sorting can separate rigid packaging plastics into a large number of homogeneous fractions that could be returned to the original packaging manufacturers and realise full circularity, the increased returns from high-end flake products would also significantly improve the economic feasibility of plastic recycling. The major technology issue is then, whether sensor systems can be developed that can differentiate between all the different materials used for rigid packaging. based on data from an advanced packaging waste sorting plant in Amsterdam (PRA) show that a recycling process starting from mixed household waste up to delivery of the recycled plastic to the converter could reach an overall recovery of 70% for rigid plastics, with greenhouse gas emissions of 160 kg of CO2 per ton of recycled plastic (using present Dutch CO2 emissions for electricity and gas). If logarithmic sorting can separate rigid packaging plastics into a large number of homogeneous fractions that could be returned to the original packaging manufacturers and realise full circularity, the increased returns from high-end flake products would also significantly improve the economic feasibility of plastic recycling. The major technology issue is then, whether sensor systems can be developed that can differentiate between all the different materials used for rigid packaging. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a technology that is commonly used in the separation of main polymer classes, but it has also been shown capable of providing information on characteristics such as the molecular structure [10, 20, 21] which is inherently related to rheological and mechanical behaviour of plastics [10, 11] . Moreover, near-infrared (NIR) spectra have, in combination with mathematical models like principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares regression (PLS-R), have already been successfully correlated to for example molecular weight and melt viscosity [22] and to the physiochemical and morphological character [23] of plastics.
In this paper, a new colour plus high resolution NIR-based classification approach for plastic packaging is proposed, that could meet the requirements of circular sorting schemes. This approach was tested in two ways. First, the power of NIR was assessed in distinguishing plastics of the same colour and same main polymer used for different applications, or for the same applications but by different brands. In the second test, material properties that determine the compatibility of plastics in high quality recycling were defined and it was tested whether NIR data measured under ideal Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a technology that is commonly used in the separation of main polymer classes, but it has also been shown capable of providing information on characteristics such as the molecular structure [10, 20, 21] which is inherently related to rheological and mechanical behaviour of plastics [10, 11] . Moreover, near-infrared (NIR) spectra have, in combination with mathematical models like principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares regression (PLS-R), have already been successfully correlated to for example molecular weight and melt viscosity [22] and to the physiochemical and morphological character [23] of plastics.
In this paper, a new colour plus high resolution NIR-based classification approach for plastic packaging is proposed, that could meet the requirements of circular sorting schemes. This approach was tested in two ways. First, the power of NIR was assessed in distinguishing plastics of the same colour and same main polymer used for different applications, or for the same applications but by Sustainability 2019, 11, 6284 5 of 24 different brands. In the second test, material properties that determine the compatibility of plastics in high quality recycling were defined and it was tested whether NIR data measured under ideal conditions on flake pixels could predict those properties. For the tests, plastic objects with a large heterogeneity in non-visual properties were selected.
Materials and Methods

Sample Collection
Within the category of packaging objects, two of the three most used materials are PET and PP. PE, the most used material for packaging, was not included for this study as previous research [22] , Ref. [24] already demonstrated the feasibility of predicting the molecular weight and the melt flow rate (MFR) from NIR spectra.
Packaging objects were obtained by purchasing products with a specific packaging rather than by collecting packaging objects from waste, as purchasing allowed easy acquisition of more than one of each object for alternative and repeat analyses. A common colour was selected, natural transparent for both PP and PET, since the objective of the study focused on predicting plastic properties from non-visual characteristics. For each polymer class, three packaging categories were chosen with significant expected differences in strength and rheological requirements. Then, for each of the three packaging categories, different brands were gathered from Dutch stores. For each combination of packaging category and brand, referred to as a packaging class, five pieces were purchased simultaneously at the same store. The 20 packaging classes are listed in Table 1 . The polymer class was verified for each object using conventional Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 
Compatibility Requirements
The compatibility requirements for plastic waste objects were subdivided into three categories:
Mechanical compatibility. Rheological compatibility. Optical compatibility.
In this first step towards a new method for classifying plastics in waste separation, one property for each category was selected. It is noted that the selected properties are not necessarily the most important ones for all mechanical recyclers, but we believe that the selected properties are among the most crucial ones for the average mechanical recycler.
Another note is made with respect to the completeness of these compatibility requirements; the incorporation in or adherence to plastic waste objects of certain functional additives or forbidden and/or hazardous contaminants [25] are also important to consider for the recyclability of waste. Their presence can form a problem when different contaminations chemically react with or due to each other during production processes, having a negative effect on some or several of the aforementioned compatibility requirements [26, 27] . Moreover, contaminants, such as some brominated flame retardants, may prohibit the incorporation of the recycled materials in particular products, such as packaging for food applications. The feasibility of differentiating plastics with NIRS based on such additives or contaminants was not investigated in the present study.
Mechanical Compatibility
Mechanical compatibility is relevant for the use phase of a product's life. More than 10 properties could be considered for compatibility, like tensile strength and creep resistance. Depending on the function and expected lifetime of the product, some properties are more important than others. Based on research conducted by Veelaert et al. [28] , tensile strength was selected as one of the most important characteristics to product designers.
Contrary to commonly used testing methods in which tensile specimens are moulded, it was decided to cut specimens for tensile strength measurement directly from the packaging objects. This choice was made as reprocessing the packaging objects would cause thermo-mechanical degradation [11, 29] , which could influence the mechanical properties of the objects non-uniformly.
A constraint was the limited size of the packaging objects, as a result of which a smaller design for the test specimens had to be made which was not in accordance with ASTM 638 [30] . To ensure unhindered transfer of forces through the specimens, the ratios and angles of specimens as defined in ASTM 638 were followed. Moreover, the same scale was used for all packaging classes. One tensile specimen was cut from each of the five packaging pieces purchased for each packaging class and subsequently cleaned. The tensile tests were thus performed five times for each packaging class, in conformity with conditions specified in ISO 527 [31].
Rheological Compatibility
Rheological compatibility is important during production. More chemically alike plastics are more compatible with each other. This holds both for blends of plastics with the same polymer class [13] and for blends of different polymers [32] . For example, large differences in molecular weight (strongly related to the melt viscosity) within a blend can have a negative impact on the resulting material properties, due to differences in crystallisation [11] .
In industry, the processing method, for example injection moulding or blow moulding, dictates the melt viscosity or melt flow index (MFI). Having a known and constant MFI is valuable for processors, as it will optimise production efficiency. It is therefore important that virgin and recycled plastics have the same MFI [33] . Additionally, it is known that upon mixing plastics with different melt viscosities, the material properties will not be uniform after compounding [34] .
In this study the melt viscosity was selected to define rheological compatibility. Whereas the melt viscosity is primarily dependent on shear strain and temperature, it was decided to keep the temperature fixed during the measurements. The temperature for each polymer class was set in conformity with the temperature used for conventional MFI measurements, being 280 • C and 230 • C for PET and PP respectively [35, 36] .
Measurements were performed with an AR G2 (TA Instruments, DE, USA) using parallel plates, under a nitrogen atmosphere to prevent degradative reactions of the polymeric chains with atmospheric oxygen. For each packaging class, one cleaned sample was taken from one of the purchased packaging pieces, with which a strain sweep at constant frequency was conducted first, to determine the shear strain within the linear viscoelastic envelope (LVE). Following the strain sweep, a frequency sweep was performed, using the same sample as used in the strain sweep, with constant strain (within the LVE), varying the frequency between 0.1 and 100 rad/s. 
Optical Compatibility
The aesthetic properties of plastic products are important for brands, who use them to differentiate their products. Therefore, technologies exist that can sort plastic waste according to colour. Unfortunately, this is not fully effective, as some plastics will change colour upon being heated to-and/or processed in the melt phase.
For PP, discoloration is thought to be most commonly caused by over-oxidation of phenolic antioxidants (PAO), which give the polymer a yellowish and/or pinkish colour [26, 27, 37] . Although antioxidants exist that do not cause such discoloration when being (re)processed, for example hindered amine light stabilizers (HALS) [26, 37] , PAO is still a widely used antioxidant.
To test optical compatibility, one cleaned sample of each of the PP packaging classes was kept in an unventilated atmosphere with high concentrations of NO x for 48 h (gas-fading), a process known to be effective at over-oxidising PAOs [37, 38] .
For PET, grey discoloration may be caused by reduction of antimony (worldwide the most used catalyst for PET production). Yellowing can be caused by the presence of (polyamide) barriers which are used to reduce permeability [39] and/or by compounds such as quinones and stilbenes which are formed as a result of thermo-oxidation of PET [40] . In conformity with common industrial practices, cleaned PET samples were heated in a ventilated oven under normal atmosphere for 40 min at 220 • C, which would reveal the presence of discolouring compounds such as polyamide barriers, quinones or stilbenes. One sample of each PET packaging class was tested. The occurrence of discoloration for all PP and PET samples was determined visually without instrumentation.
Spectroscopic Acquisition
For the acquisition of spectral reflectance data, a spectrometer with an effective wavelength range of 895-2523 nm, distributed over 512 spectral pixels, was used. The spectrometer type is NIRQuest-512-2.5 (Ocean Optics, FL, USA) which contains an indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) detector, type G9208-512W (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). The reflected (and emitted) photons were transmitted to the spectrometer through a lab grade optical fibre provided by Ocean Optics, which has a field of view (FOV) of 25.4 • . For illumination, a halogen lamp with a bulb colour temperature of 2960 K and a drift of less than 0.1% per hour was used.
Prior to the spectral acquisition, all packaging objects (five per packaging class) were shredded into flakes and cleaned to ensure no foreign materials remained on the surface. The plastic flakes were spread in a monolayer over a carbon black filled polyvinylchloride (PVC) conveyor belt with negligible reflection in the recorded bandwidth, which moved the flakes through the spectrometer vision with low velocity (0.053 m/s) to minimise movement during integration time (19 ms). Reference measurements were obtained by closing the shutter (black reference) and by scanning a piece of Spectralon (Labsphere, NH, USA), a sintered PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) material with a Lambertian reflectance of at least 95% in the analysed spectral range [41] .
Spectral Analyses
The data acquired with the spectrometer were pre-processed, a precursor to effective spectroscopic analysis, using various proven methodologies to separate noise from the signal and to find and enhance relevant spectral features [42] [43] [44] . Finally, the pre-processed data were analysed using principal component analysis (PCA) and correlated with the measured mechanical and rheological parameters by partial least squares regression (PLS-R).
Pre-Processing
Spectrometers are well known for having bad signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the spectra extremes [42, 45] . Additionally, the illumination systems available on the market are not able to provide light with an intensity uniform over the infrared region. Moreover, with spectrometers it can be expected that some defective spectral pixels are present, implying that such pixels have more instrumental noise or are even dead. Both the selection of the usable bandwidth as well as the identification of spikes was done based on the standard deviation (σ) of the signal of the Spectralon under static conditions. The spectral region was limited to 1029-2268 nm for some of the spectroscopic analyses, and within that region 19 pixels were identified as partially defective. For these 19 pixels a median filter (MF) [46] was applied to mitigate the influence that the defect pixels could have on later multivariate analyses.
Outliers can have a detrimental impact on multivariate data analysis by distorting the statistics [47] . Outliers were therefore removed, by taking the mean over all spectra of each packaging class, and subsequently removing > 2σ of the spectra with the highest mean squared error (MSE) compared to those means.
Differences in light reflection caused by multiplicative effects such as a varying angle of incidence caused by flake orientations, or flake dimensions, are commonly corrected for using multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) [48] or a standard normal variate (SNV) transform [49] , of which the latter has been shown to be directly linked to the former [50] . For MSC, two variations were applied, relating to the reference spectrum that is used to regress the spectra to. The first variation used the mean spectrum that was taken over all spectra of one packaging class (piecewise), and the second used the mean spectrum based on all spectra of one polymer class (global). SNV was not used as it had been shown directly linked to MSC and was therefore expected to yield the same results.
Differences in the baseline of spectra, both in terms of baseline shifts as well as for the trend of the baseline, were corrected by normalising the data with the 2nd order polynomial fitted on the mean spectra (piecewise) [49] .
Working with derivatives of the spectral data, both 1st and 2nd order, removes any baseline offsets and slopes, comparable to de-trending. Derivations are especially useful for compensating for changes in environmental conditions, such as light intensity, temperature and sample orientation [51, 52] . These derivations are also thought to be helpful in distinguishing overlapped spectral peaks [53] , something of importance for determining the presence or concentration of specific chemical compounds. The widely accepted method of derivation proposed by Savitzky and Golay [54] was used, hereinafter referred to as Savgol. It is based on a polynomial filter in which the window size and polynomial order are variables that should be considered carefully to avoid amplification of noise while ensuring no important spectral features are removed. Moreover, the Savgol approach has the side effect of smoothing the data. Savgol was also employed without taking derivates, in which case it merely works as a polynomial filter with the sole effect of smoothing. Savitzky and Golay filtering was implemented using SciPy [55] .
Another, in many cases effective way of dealing with (instrumental) noise in spectroscopy, is the application of a discrete wavelet transformation (DWT). DWT can be seen as a process of filtering and size reduction [56] in which a filter basis, often referred to as wavelet base, is applied in a linear transformation. Besides filtering noise from the signal of interest, wavelet transformations have also been shown capable of separating spectral features in multispectral images [57] , which can be beneficial to classification models like PLS [58] . DWT of a multispectral signal consists of two or more arrays in which one comprises the approximation of the signal and where the rest is formed by wavelet coefficients, the noise. The approximation is the inner product of the original signal and a, discrete and scaled, scaling basis, whereas the wavelet coefficients are the inner product of the signal and a, discrete and scaled, wavelet basis. An infinite number of wavelet and scaling bases can be defined, which makes wavelet transforms broadly applicable. A number of ways for choosing suitable bases is described in literature, such as matching the shape of base functions to the shape of the spectral features of interest [56, 58] or more quantitative approaches which try all available bases and measure either the de-noising effect [59] or the performance of a prediction algorithm using leave-one-out cross validation [56] . In this study, the wavelet bases delivering the best prediction performance were chosen. The Python toolbox Pywavelets was used for the wavelet transformations [60] .
PCA
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a method used extensively in chemometrics [61] , primarily for exploratory data analysis or for the development of predictive models. It simplifies data interpretation by representing multidimensional data in a lower-dimensional space in which the important variations appear. This way, it tries to cluster samples according to physiochemical characteristics [23] . PCA breaks up a spectrum into a number of statistically linearly uncorrelated and orthogonal components, while maximising the variance in leading (principal) components (PCs). Together, the PCs span a new coordinate system in which the recorded spectra are plotted. The most relevant PC's are used to visualise the distance between clusters of spectra stemming from different packaging classes. Overlapping clusters imply that it may not be feasible to distinguish between packaging classes based on the recorded signal, whereas well segmented populations are separable.
As a first step, the spectra within each packaging class were averaged, so as to minimise the influence of factors not directly related to the plastic objects themselves, such as differences in path length or angle of incidence of illumination. These mean spectra were used to compute the first set of PCs. These PCs thus contained the essential information describing the differences between the packaging classes. Then the original spectra (without having been averaged) were transformed to the coordinate system defined by the PCs, after which each of the packaging classes was represented by an ellipsoidal point cloud. This showed to what extent it is feasible to distinguish between the spectral clouds of the packaging classes, under the influence of random external variables like particle size, recorded location on particle (e.g., edge or centre), particle orientation, surface roughness, path length and intensity of reflected light, taking into account that the variance within each spectral cloud was only attributable to these external variables.
The degree to which packaging classes were differentiable by NIR spectra was determined by defining ellipsoid equations using the variances associated with the set of eigenvectors of each of the point clouds and subsequently counting the number of spectra from other packaging classes that fell within that ellipsoid. A two-dimensional confusion matrix was constructed for each polymer class, indicating the fraction of spectra of packaging class j that fell within the ellipsoid covering 95.45% (2σ from the mean) of the spectra of packaging class i. PCA was implemented with in-house software running on Python, using the covariance method based on mean-subtracted data, where the eigenvectors and eigenvalues were distilled from the covariance matrix using Numpy [62] .
PLS-R
Partial least squares regression is a widely adopted technique for the development of predictive models, for example with (NIR) spectroscopy where it is primarily used for approximation of concentrations of specific compounds in specimens [44, 63] , but sometimes also applied for the prediction of other variables which are indirectly or not at all linked to the chemical composition of the analytes [58, 64] . PLS-R is related to conventional PCA. What makes PLS-R different, is that it decomposes the signal (X) into components, latent variables (LVs), while considering the parameters that the regression is made for (material characteristics in this case, Y-values). LVs are made as to maximise the variance among LVs while also maximising the amount of covariance between X and Y, described by those LVs. The number of LVs used, the pseudo-rank, is important to consider, as too few LVs can result in underfitting, with poor prediction as a result, whereas too many LVs may result in overfitting, implying too much noise is included in the calibration, as a result of which the model will only perform well on the calibration data [47, 65] but not on new data.
The performance of the PLS-R model was evaluated for a number of LVs between 1 and n − 1 (where n is equal to the amount of packaging classes of a plastic type), meaning the model was calibrated and validated for every number of LVs. For each number of LVs, the model was calibrated and validated n times, each time using a different combination of n − 1 packaging classes for calibration and 1 class for validation; leave-one-out cross validation. The performance of the model, commonly referred to as the goodness of fit, was evaluated using the root mean squared error of validation (RMSEV) and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ). The Python toolbox Scikit-Learn was used for implementation of PLS-R [66] , which employs the NIPALS algorithm [67] .
Results
Material Characteristics
The measured melt viscosity and tensile strength and the observed discoloration are shown in Table 2 for each of the plastic packaging classes. Objects from PP 3.1 were too brittle for cutting tensile test specimens. Since the macromolecules in the plastic objects from which the specimens were cut are not oriented in the same way for each packaging class, as a result of differences in the direction of flow during extrusion, it is expected that anisotropic effects influenced the measured tensile strengths to some extent. For PET packaging categories 1 and 2, all tensile specimens were loaded in the direction of flow during extrusion, whereas the macromolecules in specimens from packaging category 3 had an isotropic orientation. Specimens of PP packaging categories 1 and 3 were loaded at angles of 22.5 • and 0 • with respect to the direction of flow during extrusion, respectively. Macromolecules in the specimens cut from PP packaging category 2 had a varying orientation as the point of injection during extrusion was in the centre of the surface of those specimens. During the measurements of the melt viscosity for PET, it was observed that the material degraded, which became apparent as the viscosity increased under constant conditions with the passing of time. This is a known behaviour of PET when heated to temperatures already as high as 200 • C, even in a nitrogen atmosphere [68] . It was decided to use the melt viscosity measured shortly after the start of the measurement cycle, namely the viscosity at 1 Hz (1.5 min after the start of the frequency sweep and 5 min after the start of the strain sweep) in order to minimise the effect that degradation could have on the results of multivariate analyses. As it is known that the melt viscosity increased by 14% during one frequency sweep of 12 min, it could be assumed that the effect of degradation on the measured viscosity at 1 Hz was less than 14%.
All but one packaging class for PP showed significant discoloration. Therefore, optical compatibility of PP packaging classes was left out from statistical analysis, as the unbalanced dataset would not allow the production of a meaningful classification model. It is noted however, that it has been proven in other research that PAO can be detected, and to a certain extent quantified, in PE using NIRS [63] . It is therefore thought likely that this is also feasible for PAO in PP. With regards to the optical compatibility of PET, the observed number of different modes of discoloration (five), was too large compared to the size of the dataset, for the development of a model. Therefore, it was decided to omit this property from statistical analyses as well.
Analysis
The recorded spectra of each plastic packaging class were filtered to remove pixels which just captured the conveyor belt. After filtering, between 69 and 777 recorded spectra remained for each of the 20 analysed packaging classes. The average number of recorded spectra per flake was not recorded. It is therefore possible that the (averaged) spectra of some packaging classes can be based on a more varied dataset, in terms of flake size and orientation, than others. The normalised and averaged spectra (prior to pre-processing) are plotted in Figure 3 . on a more varied dataset, in terms of flake size and orientation, than others. The normalised and averaged spectra (prior to pre-processing) are plotted in Figure 3 .
Results of PCA and PLS-R were evaluated to get an indication of the feasibility of differentiating between packaging objects of the same plastic type and of predicting the melt viscosity and tensile strength of plastic packaging objects using NIRS. 
PCA
PCA was applied on the packaging class-averaged spectral data for PET/PP, after some basic spectral pre-processing (normalisation, spike mitigation, scatter correction and smoothing) of the pixel data. After transformation of the pre-processed pixel-data to the PCA-space and subsequently defining ellipse equations for each of the packaging classes' point clouds, the extent of overlap of the packaging classes could be assessed. The resulting confusion matrices for PET and PP, provided in Tables 3 and 4, indicate that the tested PET and PP packaging classes are, with few exceptions, well distinguishable using NIRS of single pixels. Results of PCA and PLS-R were evaluated to get an indication of the feasibility of differentiating between packaging objects of the same plastic type and of predicting the melt viscosity and tensile strength of plastic packaging objects using NIRS.
PCA was applied on the packaging class-averaged spectral data for PET/PP, after some basic spectral pre-processing (normalisation, spike mitigation, scatter correction and smoothing) of the pixel data. After transformation of the pre-processed pixel-data to the PCA-space and subsequently defining ellipse equations for each of the packaging classes' point clouds, the extent of overlap of the packaging classes could be assessed. The resulting confusion matrices for PET and PP, provided in Tables 3 and 4 , indicate that the tested PET and PP packaging classes are, with few exceptions, well distinguishable using NIRS of single pixels. The total confusion, here defined as the sum of all off-diagonal percentages, for PET and PP was 6% and 47% respectively, whereas complete confusion would give 11000% and 7200% respectively. Upon looking closer at the three pairs of classes that were not completely distinguishable (PET 3.1/3.2, PP 2.1/2.2 and PP 3.1/3.2), it is noted that for PET 3.1/3.2 and PP 3.1/3.2 no major differences in tensile strength and viscosity were measured: from 1% to 5% of the maximum measured values. For PP 2.1/2.2 the differences in material characteristics were however significant: 11% of the maximum measured values.
Loadings of the PCs based on the averaged spectra were analysed. Loadings were created by multiplying the PCs with the square root of eigenvalues. Figures 4 and 5 show all PC loadings for the PCs that span the coordinate systems used to create the confusion matrices of Tables 3 and 4 . The legends in these figures also mention the percentage of the variance of the averaged spectra that is explained by each principal component.
measured values.
Loadings of the PCs based on the averaged spectra were analysed. Loadings were created by multiplying the PCs with the square root of eigenvalues. Figures 4 and 5 show all PC loadings for the PCs that span the coordinate systems used to create the confusion matrices of Tables 3,4 . The legends in these figures also mention the percentage of the variance of the averaged spectra that is explained by each principal component. The importance of individual PCs in the differentiation of the packaging classes was determined by selectively leaving out dimensions (PCs) and determining the resulting increase in total confusion.
It was found that for PET, the 3rd, 6th and 9th PCs were of least importance for differentiation of the packaging classes, with an increase of total confusion of 462%, 207% and 680% respectively. Excluding any of the other PCs increased the total confusion by a minimum of 1957%. Next, it was investigated whether certain PCs contributed specifically to the differentiation of particular packaging classes or packaging categories. Some patterns were observed, for instance that the exclusion of certain PCs rendered the distinction between two or more particular classes infeasible, while not, or barely, affecting the distinction between other classes. Upon excluding the 5th PC for example, the point cloud containing 95.45% of the points of PET 3.2, held on average 87.5% of the points of all other objects, thus making its differentiation impossible. Meanwhile the differentiation of other packaging classes was influenced significantly less. This suggests that the information captured in some of the PCs describes specific compounds or other material-related factors that are characteristic for some of the packaging classes/categories. It can be expected for instance, that some PCs describe the compounds glycol and antimony (the most used catalyst for the production of PET), since these are expected to be present in varying concentrations in the PET objects. Within this study The importance of individual PCs in the differentiation of the packaging classes was determined by selectively leaving out dimensions (PCs) and determining the resulting increase in total confusion.
It was found that for PET, the 3rd, 6th and 9th PCs were of least importance for differentiation of the packaging classes, with an increase of total confusion of 462%, 207% and 680% respectively. Excluding any of the other PCs increased the total confusion by a minimum of 1957%. Next, it was investigated whether certain PCs contributed specifically to the differentiation of particular packaging classes or packaging categories. Some patterns were observed, for instance that the exclusion of certain PCs rendered the distinction between two or more particular classes infeasible, while not, or barely, affecting the distinction between other classes. Upon excluding the 5th PC for example, the point cloud containing 95.45% of the points of PET 3.2, held on average 87.5% of the points of all other objects, thus making its differentiation impossible. Meanwhile the differentiation of other packaging classes was influenced significantly less. This suggests that the information captured in some of the PCs describes specific compounds or other material-related factors that are characteristic for some of the packaging classes/categories. It can be expected for instance, that some PCs describe the compounds glycol and antimony (the most used catalyst for the production of PET), since these are expected to be present in varying concentrations in the PET objects. Within this study loadings were not correlated to specific compounds.
For the PP packaging classes, it was found that the only PC of which exclusion did not lead to an increase in total confusion of more than 1000%, was the 8th PC (550%). It is noted that the effect of exclusion of various PCs on the total confusion showed a very clear packaging category related dependency, in which the differentiation within particular packaging categories deteriorated while the ability to distinguish between other packaging categories changed much less. An example is the exclusion of the 8th PC, which made the differentiation within Categories 2 and 3 impossible for most pairs, while the differentiation of all other classes was virtually unaffected. Moreover, upon the exclusion of the 6th PC, classes within all categories were no longer well differentiable, while simultaneously packaging Categories 1 and 3 were no longer differentiable. The differentiation of classes in Category 2 from classes in Categories 1 and 3 was however almost entirely unaffected. This last example is illustrated with the resulting confusion matrix, as depicted in Table 5 , in which a colour scale is implemented for better overview. These examples illustrate for PP that the materials' chemical contents and/or (molecular) structures stemming from the different packaging categories were truly different between those categories while being more similar within the categories. In this context, it can be expected that one or more of the PCs were directly or indirectly related to the tactility of the macromolecules and perhaps also the molecular weight, properties that vary between resins, and are influenced, among other things, by the use of catalysts, such as Ziegler-Natta and metallocene catalysts [69] . As it can be expected that those catalysts have an effect on the recorded spectra, they may form (possibly among other things) the differentiating factor for classes within the same packaging categories.
The effect of the exclusion of the 6th PC shows that PP packaging classes from Categories 1 and 3 have something dissimilar which is captured within that PC. Perhaps a certain additive (type) was used in the objects of one of these packaging categories, particular to the intended use of packaging objects within that category.
Correlating Principal Components to Viscosity and Tensile Strength
To see with which areas of the NIR spectrum the measured material characteristics were most correlated, the projections of the averaged pre-processed spectra of each packaging class on the principal components were stored in rows of the matrix A while the measured material characteristics for each packaging class were stored in the vector b. The vector x was calculated to satisfy Equation (1) in the least square sense. The natural logarithm of the melt viscosity was used as a parameter for the rheology, in line with previous research on the development of regression models for the prediction of rheological parameters [70] .
For the two plastic types and the two measured material characteristics, this overdetermined system with n − 1 unknowns (one coefficient per PC) and n equations, where n equals the number of classes, was solved using a least squares approach. The resulting coefficients, shown in Tables 6  and 7 for PET and PP, respectively, indicate the correlation of the PCs with the material characteristics. Figure 6 gives the theoretical spectra of the material characteristics, obtained by multiplying the coefficients with the corresponding PC loadings of Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Finally, Table 8 shows the coefficients of determination R 2 and the root mean squared error of calibration (RMSEC) for the best fits. PLS-R models for the prediction of the tensile strength and melt viscosity of PET and PP packaging objects were calibrated and validated. For the melt viscosity, the natural logarithms of the measured quantities were used. The performance parameters of the models, including the used pre-processing techniques, are presented in Table 9 . Graphs with the measured and predicted parameters are provided in Figure 7 , in which the green trend line represents perfect prediction. The prediction performance is best assessed by relating the prediction errors to the spread of the measured Y values, which show that the root mean squared error of validation (RMSEV) varied between 5.67% (PP melt viscosity) and 17.80% (PET tensile strength) of the total spread. PLS-R models for the prediction of the tensile strength and melt viscosity of PET and PP packaging objects were calibrated and validated. For the melt viscosity, the natural logarithms of the measured quantities were used. The performance parameters of the models, including the used preprocessing techniques, are presented in Table 9 . Graphs with the measured and predicted parameters are provided in Figure 7 , in which the green trend line represents perfect prediction. The prediction performance is best assessed by relating the prediction errors to the spread of the measured Y values, which show that the root mean squared error of validation (RMSEV) varied between 5.67% (PP melt viscosity) and 17.80% (PET tensile strength) of the total spread. 
(a)
Discussion
PCA shows that it is practically feasible to differentiate the tested plastic packaging objects based on single-pixel NIRS. For example, the confusion between food and non-food PET packaging, a distinction of major importance for recycling, was well below the 5% limit observed by recyclers. PP packaging objects with the same function (e.g., lid of dairy container) but of different brands, were more difficult to distinguish than packaging objects with different functions, as the omission of certain principal components from the analysis rendered the differentiation within packaging categories infeasible while barely affecting the differentiation between packaging categories. This links with the observation that the considered material characteristics for PP objects were more similar within the packaging categories while being more dissimilar between the categories. This finding suggests that separating plastic packaging objects on their function may be feasible and beneficial for the quality of the resulting recycled plastics. In this context it is noted that the presence of specific groups of functional additives, for example UV-stabilisers, was also correlated with the function of the packaging objects, which makes it even more desirable to separate packaging objects based on their functions, as dosing of additives during reprocessing could then be decreased. For PET, no clear correlation between the measured material characteristics and the function of the packaging objects was found, apart from Category 3 (blister packs). Meanwhile, for PET no PCs were found whose exclusion showed a clear packaging category dependent effect on the differentiation.
The conditions of the tests are to some extent comparable to industry, since parameters with values that are typical for industry, such as the sizes of the plastic flakes, their orientation on the conveyor belt, the section of the flakes that was recorded (e.g., edge or centre), pixel size, surface roughness, angle of incidence and the path length, with few exceptions did not hinder the differentiation. Industrial conditions which could hinder the differentiation are the presence of moisture, severely degraded materials and residual non-plastic contaminations (e.g., proteins and grease) and a more limited data bandwidth of NIR spectra.
Further analysis of the principal components and latent variables and/or enlargement of the variance (objects from waste streams, different geographical origins and different degrees of degradation and residual contamination) in the dataset is required to confirm that plastic packaging objects that are incompatible for high-end recycling are generally differentiable, and also that the tensile strength and melt viscosity of packaging objects are predictable from single pixel NIR data. Circumstances such as the time a product spent on the shelf in the store before it was bought (relating to UV degradation) or the temperature at which the material was processed during extrusion (relating to degradation by oxidation) could possibly affect the spectra as well.
Conclusions
A study was carried out to assess the feasibility of a circular route for rigid plastic packaging based on an innovative low-cost and low-CO 2 mechanical sorting process that would allow recyclers to return flakes from EOL packaging to the original manufacturers of the packaging. It was shown that a critical condition for implementing the process is the existence of an affordable sensor system that can differentiate between a large number of packaging plastic grades. Preferably this differentiation is based on properties of the plastic that are important for applications, production processes and brands. This study investigated a combination of colour and high-resolution NIR as a potential candidate for the sensor system. Taking for granted that such a system can recognize the colour and main polymer class of a flake on the basis of a single pixel response, a hierarchy of transparent PET packaging objects and a hierarchy of transparent PP packaging objects were tested to see if NIRS can distinguish between applications and brands. At the top level of the hierarchy, packaging objects differed in application (e.g., soap vs. beverage vs. hardware) while at the bottom level objects with the same application differed only by brand. The conceptual basis of the test setup was that different applications may require different additives or rheological and mechanical properties of the plastic, while different brands may choose different additives for the same functionality. In total, 100 objects of 11 polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and nine polypropylene (PP) packaging classes of different brands and functions were purchased in Dutch stores and their melt viscosity, tensile strength and potential discoloration during reprocessing were determined using samples cut from the objects. Afterwards, the objects were flaked and cleaned and a multitude of NIR spectra were obtained of single pixels of flakes under perfect conditions, after careful washing and drying of the flakes, and using a wide spectral range of 895-2523 nm.
Principal component analysis (PCA) demonstrated the feasibility of distinguishing between plastic packaging objects of the same colour and plastic type with single-pixel NIR data. It was shown that the clusters of NIR spectra from the various packaging classes had almost no overlap in the reduced dimensional PC space, implying that variables such as particle size, orientation, surface roughness, angle of incidence and path length, variables that cannot be controlled in an industrial setting, did not significantly hinder differentiation.
The gathered datasets were too small and/or too diverse to be able to create models for characterisation of the plastic packaging classes in terms of discolouration. However, models with sufficient accuracy for flake sorting for the prediction of the melt viscosity and tensile strength of the purchased packaging classes were developed using NIRS data. The calibrated regression models for the prediction of the viscosities of PET (11 objects in dataset, spread of 1.56 ln(Pa.s)) and PP (nine objects in dataset, spread of 2.31 ln(Pa.s)) had a root mean squared error of validation (RMSEV) of 0.183 and 0.137 ln(Pa.s) respectively, with coefficients of determination (R 2 ) of 0.858 and 0.974 respectively. Moreover, regression models predicted the tensile strengths of PET (11 objects in dataset, spread of
